
Yuri Fiedelgolts With His Friends 

These are the children from my yard, my friends.

In the second row to the right is me. The 1st in the 1s row on right: is my first love Lena Tankus. To
the left in the first row is my friend and rival Lev Feigin.

The picture was taken in Moscow in 1932.

My parents got married in 1926. They merely got registered in the state registration authority.
They moved to the communal apartment in Moscow working district.

I was born in 1927. I was named Yuri. Mother was on maternal leave, while I was an infant. When I
was more or less independent, at the age of 5, mother enrolled on the courses of laboratory
assistant.

She worked in clinics of Moscow Medical Institute as a microbiologist- laboratory assistant. Mother
was a good worker, then she was promoted even to the medical position.

I was raised spending a lot of time outside. I liked all kind of escapades, hooligan pranks. I found
my place among the local hooligans and felt rather comfortable among them. I had a lot of friends.
There were Jews among them. Lev Feigin, a Jewish boy from our yard, was my bosom friend in my
childhood. He was short and plump.

When we were about 6, both of us fell in love in one girl, also a Jew, Lena Tankus. But our rivalry
did not stand in the way of our friendship. I enjoyed reading and collecting stamps. But I liked to
fight as well. It seemed romantic for us, boys.

We felt ourselves musketeers, pirates. We played all kinds of games in yard. We had so-called
wars- when the boys from one house were at war with the boys from another house. Recalling
those things I understand that it was in a noble and chivalrous way. Our disputes were settled by
the duel- and nobody interfered in the fray.
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Our boys were referees observing the fight and making sure that none of the boys hides a stone or
metal. The fight was face-to-face, only by using buffets and before the first blood. If there was
blood, the referee stopped the fight and declared the winner.

When I turned 7, I went to compulsory Russian school, located nor far from our house. There were a
lot friends from the yard in my class. I was a good student mostly because of capability rather than
sedulousness. I went through all required stages at school: was a pioneer, Komsomol member.
Both my peers and teachers treated me well.

During my childhood soviet holidays were always celebrated at home. My parents were very
buoyant. They invited a lot of people for celebrations. We had fun. Our kin and friends came over to
have a good time dancing, singing, staging home performances. Mother was friends with father's
elder sister Maria.

Father's brother Mikhail. Mother's sister Tatiana also came over very often. The relative from both
sides admired our family. Love between my parents was worth fascination. My father was
worshiped as he did well in science.

Father was a developed man- he was well-up in literature, music, mathematics. Of course, he
focused on medicine, and neurology. Aunt Tanya always used to ask mother why Lev was always
with the books.

I admired my father. Sometimes I was scared of him. He might punish me by slapping my cheek or
I could get a box in the ear. His punishment was fair and unavoidable. He was just, so I never bore
grudge against him. I would even forgive injustice only because of father's talks with me.

Father came home, had dinner and invited me for a walk. We were strolling in the street and could
talk on any subject. Sometimes father's friend from lyceum, mathematician Shneerman, also joined
us for a walk. He became academician at the age of 24. Both of them talked to me as if I was equal
and I imbibed their words.
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